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MOWER CONDITIONERS

EXTRA 900 SERIES

$
EXCELLENT PROTECTION
OF GROUND AND MACHINE
Trailed Mower Conditioners:
Including features such as SemiSwing
conditioner, low maintenance cutterbar,
independent active suspension, swath belt
and FlipOver widespreading, EXTRA 900
series machines are ready to meet every
request with exceptional performance.
Tough and Reliable In Every Situation:
Being prepared when mowing needs to take
place is essential. Our machines are designed
to offer maximum productivity and in addition
we have a global support network standing

by, dedicated to helping you do more, so you
can make the most of the time available.

consuming short runs are eliminated and
mowing capacity is increased.

Centre Pivot Drawbar:
The EXTRA 900CT and 900CR models are
supplied with a centre pivot drawbar for
mowing both to the right and left sides of the
tractor.

As is the output of the following machinery, as
you can prevent creation of triangular or add
shaped plots.

This important advantage in mower design
allows mowing a field in one continuous
process, without the need for constantly
opening up new ‘lands’. Consequently time

Turning on headlands is much easier,
because the hydraulically operated drawbar
allows the turning circle to be significantly
reduced, saving time and reducing the
number of instances where cut crop is driven
over.
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MOWER CONDITIONERS

The suspension springs allow the mower to closely follow ground contours in uneven conditions. The cutting section can adapt 500mm up and 150mm down.

Vicon Suspension for Clean Cutting Action:
The EXTRA 900 series machines are engineered
with the unique Vicon suspension concept.
The complete mowing section, including the
conditioner, is suspended independently from the
main chassis by either two or four long adjustable
suspension springs, allowing field tracks and
contours to be closely followed.

During operation
tines will stay in
a fixed position,
providing full
conditioning
with minimum
wear.

If an obstacle is encountered in the field, the
mowing section will lift up and backwards,
protecting the cutterbar from damage. When
the obstacle is passed, the mowing section
automatically returns to the working position.
A simple crank adjusts the whole cutterbar
assembly up or down to a desired stubble
height. Additional skids are available to
increase cutting height.

The special roller
configuration,
with the top
roller located
further forward
that the bottom
roller, provides
outstanding
upwards flow
of crop.

Even Ground Pressure:
The suspension springs are fitted on the widest
possible position of the mowing section to ensure
even ground pressure. Weight on ground is
stable and only approx. 50–60kg on each side.
Models
Drawbar
Conditioner

932T

932CT

932R

932CR

936T

936CT

936R

936CR

Left Hand

Centre Pull

Left Hand

Centre Pull

Left Hand

Centre Pull

Left Hand

Centre Pull
Roller Cond.

Semi Swing

Semi Swing

Roller Cond.

Roller Cond.

Semi Swing

Semi Swing

Roller Cond.

Working Width (m)

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

Transport Width (m)

3

3

3

3

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.4

Weight (approx. kg)

2005

2370

2185

2450

2150

2450

2240

2540

8

8

8

8

10

10

10

10

30-60

30-60

30-60

30-60

30-60

30-60

30-60

30-60

540/1000

540/1000

540/1000

540/1000

540/1000

540/1000

540/1000

540/1000

Number of discs
Stubble Height (mm)
PTO (rpm)
PTO Power Req. (kW/hp)
Tyres

60/80

60/80

60/80

60/80

70/90

70/90

70/90

70/90

380/55-17

380/55-17

380/55-17

380/55-17

380/55-17

380/55-17

380/55-17

380/55-17

Wide Spreading Kit

Standard

Standard

N/A

N/A

Standard

Standard

N/A

N/A

BX-Auto Swather Belt

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Throwing Wings for
Diff. Crop

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

No of Hydr. Outlets

2D

2D

2D

2D

2D

2D

2D

2D
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MOWER CONDITIONERS

EXTRA 700 & 7100 SERIES
The 700 & 7100 Series is fitted with the new Vicon
suspension concept called QuattroLink. The new
QuattroLink mowers have been designed for even
more productivity and to handle tougher conditions
than ever. With its´ accurate ground following
ability and highly flexible working range QuattroLink
provides supreme capacity. QuattroLink provides
an accurate tracking ability and a highly flexible
working range. The mowing unit is pulled by the
4-arm suspension, fitted onto a fixed carrying arm
that allows the mowing unit to float independently
over the field, adjusting precisely and instantly to
any changes in ground contours.

QUATTROLINK®
RACECAR TECHNOLOGY
APPLIED FOR MOWER CONDITIONERS
1

5

8
2

4
1

2

3

3

9

7

6

QuattroLink RaceCar Suspension

4

Quick Adjustment of Output

7

100% Non-Stop BreakBack

5

Dual Adjustment of Conditioner
Hood

8

No Compromises on Flexibility

9

New suspension concept for accurate
tracking. The 4-arm suspension provide the
mowing unit with an exceptional flexibility
in adapting to demanding ground contours.

QuattroLink mowers provide protection
across the full working width of the mower,
including the part close to the tractor. No
need to stop, the mower will automatically
return to working position.

New Innovative Suspension
Concept for Accurate Tracking

Easy adjustment between swathing and
wide spreading. Changing for wide
spreading is virtually a one minute job.
No tools are required.

The new conditioner hood can be adjusted
at both front and rear end to customise the
conditioner to crop intensity.

6

The mowing pattern is extremely flexible
with a vertical working range of 700mm
and a transverse working range of 30°.
The four arm suspension concept ensures
constant ground pressure during working
operations.

What makes the QuattroLink® suspension
unique? The mowing unit is pulled by four
suspension arms fitted onto a fixed carrying
arm that allows the mowing unit to float
independently over the field, adjusting highly
accurately and instantly to any changes in
ground contours.

Models

Dual Adjustment of Conditioner
Hood:
The front end (1) is adjusted separately
to suit the crop intensity, even for
massive crop, to avoid any blockages.
Rear end (2) is adjusted to ensure
smooth and efficient crop flow into
swaths or widespreading.

2

1

Front and rear end fully closed, for efficient
conditioning in low crop conditions.

Covers all Crop Conditions:
The dual adjustment concept
allows adaptation to differing crop
conditions, whether high or low,
heavy or thin. The correct setting is
simply chosen, by adjusting two
handles, done in seconds.

Conditioner
Working Width (m)

1

Front and rear end open, allowing unobstructed
passage of massive amounts of crop.

Vertical Transport Position

Vertical transport position with a
50/50% weight balance allows
a higher transport speed. With the
integrated vertical parking foot limited
storage space is required.

How You Will Benefit from QuattroLink®

Like a racecar you want better tracking, ability to go
at faster speed and adjust instantly to changing field
conditions when operating your mower conditioner. These
are the main benefits you will experience when running
the EXTRA 700 series. The four suspension arms provide
the mowing unit with an exceptional flexibility in adapting
instantly to demanding ground contours, inviting for higher
speed and more productivity.
732T

732R

Semi Swing

Roller Cond.

Semi Swing

Roller Cond.

3.16

3.16

9.80 - 10.20

9.80 - 10.20

7100T

7100R

Transport Width (m)

3

3

2.9

2.9

Weight (approx. kg)

1400

1460

3120

3260

Number of discs
PTO (rpm)
PTO Power Req.
(kW/hp)

2

Vario Suspension Arm

Hydraulic SideShift integrated into the carrying
arm allows each mowing unit to move 400mm.
Adjusting the overlap is done quickly from the
tractor cab, on the go.

Cond. Roller speed

8

8

2 x 10

2 x 10

1000

1000

1000

1000

66/90

66/90

150/200

150/200

1000/700

950

1000/700

950

FlipOver Wide Spreading

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

High Skids
(20,40,60,80 mm)

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Throwing Wings

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Profit Blades

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

2D

2D

LS

LS

No of Hydr. Outlets
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MOWER CONDITIONERS

$

THE CONDITIONER WITH
A LITTLE MORE BITE!
Chevron Rubber Rollers:
The 225mm rollers
The 225mm diameter
wide
will not
twist out of
shape, regardless
rubber rollers, made
from highly
of the force
durable polyurethane,
are vulcanized
onto
transmitted
onto
them.
a steel core. This process
guarantees straight
rollers that will not twist out of shape, regardless of the force
Chevron Rubber Rollers
transmitted onto them. The chevron pattern
actively directs
The 225mm diameter wide rubber
the crop away from the cutting discs,rollers,
which
enables
the best
made
from highly
durable
polyurethane,
vulcanised onto a
possible cutting quality, while limiting
the powerarerequirements
steel core. This process guarantees
needed. The 225mm diameter rollers
will not twist out of
straight rollers that will not twist
shape, regardless of the force transmitted
ontoregardless
them. of the force
out of shape,

Efficient crop transfer- crop is efficiently lifted away
from the cutterbar and moved along the conditioner
plate, ensuring aggressive conditioning effect.
The very large dimension
of the conditioner plate
supports effective
conditioning and uniform
crop movement towards
the rear of the machine.

Reduced wear and tear –
no constant movement of
conditioner tines – virtually
no wear on brackets or tines.

transmitted onto them. The chevron

pattern actively directs the crop awa
Full-Width Conditioning:
from the cutting discs, which enables
The Vicon machines feature two full-width
chevron, counter
the best possible cutting quality,
rotating conditioning rollers, with thewhile
toplimiting
roller the
located
powerfurther
requirement
forward than the bottom roller. This needed.
unique design ensures
optimised flow of material from the cutting discs toward the
rear, making complicated systems with
extraConditioning
guiding rollers,
Full-Width
The Vicon machines
two
as seen in other systems, obsolete. Additionally,
the feature
full-width
counter-rotating
design allows for the distribution of full-width
crop intochevron,
a thinner
mat,
conditioning rollers, with the top
increasing the amount of crop in contact
with the
rollers.
roller located
further
forward than

The tine’s swing
design allows
large obstacles
to pass through
without interfering
with the rest of
the conditioning
process.

The steel
tines will stay
in a fixed
position during
normal work,
allowing for
an aggressive
conditioning
effect.

The full width conditioner
allows for efficient crop
conditioning and reduced
fuel consumption.

Once in working
position, the tine
is locked by the
centrifugal force.
This allows each
tine to stay in
its´ full working
position.

the bottom roller. This unique design
ensures optimised flow of material
conditioner
from the Both
cutting
discs toward the rea
rollers are systems
driven with
making complicated
by arollers,
permanently
extra guiding
as seen in other
systems, lubricated,
obsolete. low

maintenance, closed

Additionally, the full-width design
transmission.
allows for the distribution of crop int
a thinner mat, increasing the amount
crop in contact with the rollers.

NonStop Mowing:
If an obstacle is encountered, the roller pressure will be
Both conditioner
momentarily relieved,
which
separates the rollers and allows
rollers
are driven
by a permanently
obstacles up to 60mm
to
pass
without damage to the rollers and
lubricated, low
without having to stop
mowing.
maintenance,
closed
transmission.

Exceptional ground
following system.
The four suspension
arms provide an
adaptation range
of 400mm upwards
and 300mm
downwards for
accurate tracking.

Excellent
adjustment to
uneven field
conditions with
a transverse
working range
of 30°.

BreakAway Protection –
When encountering an
obstacle in the field the
mowing unit will swing
backwards and over the
obstacle, even on the inside of
the mower, and then return it to
the original working position.
No need to stop – no time lost.
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MOWER CONDITIONERS

EXTRA 700F SERIES
5

1

4
2

EXTR∆ 732FT-732FR-736FT-736FR

VICON

29

6
3
250 mm

Vicon Extra 700 Front mounted machines can be used in combination with a variety of mower conditioners, including the 900 series, 700 Series,
the 7100 Series, or on its own, making these extremely versatile machines. With a working width of 3.20-3.60m, the capacity of these machines
is substantial.
Models

732FT

732FR

736FT

736FR

Semi Swing

Roller Cond.

Semi Swing

Roller Cond.

Working Width (m)

3.18

3.18

3.5

3.5

Transport Width (m)

3

3

3.4

3.4

Weight (approx. kg)

1250

1380

1440

Conditioner

Number of discs
PTO (rpm)
PTO Power Req. (kW/hp)

1286
250 mm

8

8

10

10

1000

1000

1000

1000

60/80

60/80

66/90

66/90

900/600

950

900/600

950

Excellent down and upwards ground following ability of 250mm and 420mm respectively.

Cond. Roller speed
High Skids
(20,40,60,80 mm)

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Profit Blades

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

1S

1S

1S

ExceptionalAdaptation:
Adaptation
Exceptional
The suspension design allows
The
suspension design allows
a transverse adaptation of
a transverse adaptation of 24º
24º along with a total vertical
along with a total vertical working
working range of 670mm. If
range of 670mm. If an obstacle
an obstacle is encountered,
is the
encountered,
the ProLink will
ProLink will automatically
automatically
lift
theand
mower
up and
lift the mower up
back,
back,
for maximum
protection
for maximum
protection
of of
cutterbar
and
machine.
cutterbar
and
machine.

1S

420 mm

The innovative suspension design
allows a transverse adaption of 24°.

ActiveLift

2

ActiveLift ensures maximum protection
of the cutterbar during operation.
If hitting an obstacle the mower will
move back and up.

Floating Suspension

3

Floating suspension concept with
three-dimensional adaption. Excellent
down and upwards ground following
ability of 250mm and 450mm
respectively.

Optional

Throwing Wings
No of Hydr. Outlets

Vertical Adaptation

1

420 mm

Excellent Stability

4

Suspension springs are moved further
outwards for better side stability and
even ground pressure.

24º

Excellent Visibility

5

Excellent visibility during transport and
work. The design of the suspension
provides an undisturbed view.

24º

Full Range for Any
Combination

6

Requiring 2.8, 3.2 or 3.6m, roller,
steel or nylon tine conditioning, the
Vicon 700 series includes a mower
that will go into any combination to
optimise productivity.

Excellent down and upwards ground following ability of 250mm and 420mm respectively.

$
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EXTRA 300F SERIES
EXTR∆ 328F-332F-332XF

Outstanding ground following ability, easy operation and low weight are
among the highlights of these machines. The Extra 300 F are characterised
by excellent cutting performance and ground following ability in all terrain.
The design does not require a flexible front linkage, as the movement is built
into the machine.
1

Cutterbar

EXTRA 332XF. Standard speed is
1000 rpm. By switching driveline
pulleys 750 rpm, for reduced fuel
consumption, is possible.

4

Ground Adaptation

The mowing unit moves
independently from the front
linkage, ensuring the best possible
pattern of movement and the
transverse adaptation sets the
standard in this segment.

5

4

1

The mowing unit moves
3 independently from the front linkage, ensuring the
best possible pattern of movement and the transverse adaptation sets the
standard in this segment.
EXTR∆ 328F-332F-332XF

VICON

Easy Operation of the Machine
Unrestricted Movement
FLOATING
SUSPENSION
Correct setting of the machine
There is no wearing on the front
THREEis very user-friendly. The front
linkage WITH
of the tractor,
as the
linkageADAPTATION
is set to a specified
integrated suspension
design
DIMENSIONAL

“ Floating

the machine itself.

$

2

does not require a flexible front
linkage - the relative movements
Two springs provide excellent
are done by the machine itself.
Suspension
5
ground
following ability.
This also means that you are
Two springs provide excellent
not restricted by the limited
ground following ability. A
BreakAway solution, integrated in flexibility typically originating
the headstock, helps clear obstacles. from the front linkage.

Suspension
ThreeUnrestricted
Movement
6with
There is no wearing on the front
Dimensional
linkage of the tractor, as the
integrated
suspension design does
A BreakAway
solution,
not require
flexible front linkage integrated
in the a
headstock,
Adaptation”
the relative
movements are done by
helps clear
obstacles.

height and the mower unit
is operated by a separate
hydraulic cylinder integrated
in the suspension. Ground
pressure is provided by two
springs and cutting quality is
always excellent due to Vicon’s
three-bladed discs.

25

Models

The mowing unit moves independently from the front linkage, ensuring the best
The mowing
unit
independently
from the
front linkage,
ensuring
possible
pattern
of moves
movement
and the transverse
adaptation
sets the
standardthe
in
best
possible pattern of movement and the transverse adaptation sets the
this
segment.

Unrestricted Movement
There is no wearing on the front
linkage of the tractor, as the
integrated suspension design
does not require a flexible front
linkage - the relative movements
are done by the machine itself.
This also means that you are
not restricted by the limited
flexibility typically originating
from the front linkage.

Easy Operation of the Machine
Correct setting of the machine
is very user-friendly. The front
linkage is set to a specified
height and the mower unit
is operated by a separate
hydraulic cylinder integrated
in the suspension. Ground
pressure is provided by two
springs and cutting quality is
always excellent due to Vicon’s
three-bladed discs.

of of
430mm
upwards
and and
210mm
downwards
ensuresensures
untroubled ground following.
An adaptation
adaptationrange
range
430mm
upwards
210mm
downwards
A BreakAway
solution,
untroubled
ground following.

332F

Working Width (m)

3.18

Transport Width (m)

3.00

Weight (approx. kg)

710

Tractor Attachment (CAT)

2

Number of discs/knives

8/24

Overrun Clutch
PTO (rpm)
PTO Power Req. (kW/hp)
Profit Blades
No of Hydr. Outlets

standard in this segment.

Two springs provide excellent
ground following ability.

25

6

Fully welded cutterbar with
overlapping C-profiles for a very
strong and stiff construction.

Floating
Suspension
Gearbox
2
The auger on EXTRA 332XF is
by a small gearbox with an
with driven
Threeadditional power requirement of
only 5hp.
Dimensional
Two Speed Driveline
3
Adaptation”
Two speed driveline is standard on

VICON

Standard
750/1000
40/55
Standard
1S

Remarkable Adaptation Range:
The EXTRA 300F and XF machines
are exceptionally well adapted to
varying field conditions and contours.
At standard settings the cutterbar has
a remarkable 430mm upwards and
210mm downwards adaptation range,
in combination with transverse pivoting
range of 17°. This wide spectrum allows
the machine to follow the ground in
all conditions without overloading the
cutterbar.
Easy Operation of the Machine:
Correct setting of the machine is very
user-friendly. The front linkage is set to
a specified height and the mower unit
is operated by a separate hydraulic
cylinder integrated in the suspension.
Ground pressure is provided by two
springs and cutting quality is always
excellent due to Vicon’s three-bladed
discs.

integrated in the headstock,
helps clear obstacles.
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MOWERS

EXTRA 300 SERIES
Vicon’s Extra 300 range from 3.2m to 4m working width with corresponding weights of only 870 - 1045kg,
which means the machines can be operated with tractors starting from only 50hp, making these very
attractive machines for farmers with smaller tractors, who still needs to cut substantial areas. Paired with the
Extra 332F front mounted machine the joint working width is up to an amazing 6.80m.

$
2

1
3

4

6
5

SIMPLE DESIGN
QUALITY OUTPUT
1

2

3

Centre Suspension

Even weight distribution
across entire mowing width
and constant, fast and
precise adaptation to ground
contours.

Engineered Simplicity

Clean and uncomplicated
suspension design ensuring
low weight and minimum
power requirement.

NonStop BreakBack

Ensures maximum protection
of the cutterbar if hitting a
foreign obstacle.

4

5

6

2-Speed Gearbox

Easy adaptation to different
conditioning requirements.
Rotor speed is easily changed
by switching pulleys.

Safe Transport Position

Above vertical position inside
tractor width for perfect
balance during transport.

Hydraulic Setting of
Ground Pressure

Optional On-the-Go hydraulic
adjustment of ground pressure.
Simple and easy!

Extensive Working Width – Low Weight:
Vicon EXTRA 300 rear mounted range boasts an extensive working range of
2.80-4.00m, with corresponding weights ranging from 805-1045kg, which
means the machines can be operated with tractors starting from only 50hp,
making these very attractive machines for farmers with smaller tractors, who
still needs to cut substantial areas. Paired with the EXTRA 328F or 332F front
mounted machine the joint working width is up to an amazing 6.80m.
Centre Pivot Suspension:
The EXTRA 300 series is centre suspended to give an even weight distribution
across the complete mower width. Faster and more precise adaptation to
ground contours is also achieved because of the centre suspended design.
The benefit is less skid wear and optimum protection of the stubble.
The large compensating spring
ensures excellent flotation across
the full mower width.

332

336

340

Working Width (m)

Models

3.18

3.5

3.94

Transport Width (m)

2.3

2.3

2.3

Transport Height (m)

3.3

3.7

3.7

Weight (approx. kg)

870

915

1045

Tractor Attachment (CAT)

2/3

2/3

2/3

Number of discs/knives

8/24

10/30

10/30

Overrun Clutch

Standard

Standard

Standard

Friction Clutch

Standard

Standard

Standard

540/1000

540/1000

540/1000

40/55

44/60

51/70

Standard

Standard

Standard

1S

1S

1S

PTO (rpm)
PTO Power Req. (kW/hp)
Profit Blades
No of Hydr. Outlets

Vertical Transport Position:
These EXTRA machines are folded hydraulically into a vertical transport
position up to 125° depending on model. The low gravity point ensures
excellent weight distribution, with the weight of the mower close to the tractor.
NonStop BreakBack system:
To offer maximum protection of the cutterbar, EXTRA 328-332-336-340
are fitted with the Vicon NonStop BreakAway solution. When encountering
an obstacle the NonStop BreakAway will swing the machine backwards
and over the obstacle, returning to its´ original working position, once the
obstacle is passed.
Adjustable PTO Speed:
Vicon EXTRA 328-332-336-340 come factory fitted with the option of being
operated with either 540 or 1000 rpm. It requires no additional accessory.
All that is needed is simply to turn the main gearbox on the suspension 180°.
Adjustable For Any Tractor:
The linkage pins on EXTRA 300 rear mounted series can be adjusted for
four different positions, ensuring compatibility with any tractor. Another
advantage is that the overlap in combination with a front mounted machine
like EXTRA 328F or 332F can be optimized, to ensure that the complete
working width on both machines is utilized. Furthermore the mowing unit can
be mounted in two different positions on the suspension for easy setting of
optimal overlap.

www.vicon-machinery.com.au

MOWERS

EXTRA
SERIES
2300,100-200
2600 SERIES
Vicon offers a rear mounted disc mower series with working widths from 2.4 - 3.2m. Vicon Extra 100-200 series machines are designed for
smaller mowing operations. The working width of the 124 2.4m and with a corresponding weight of 450kg respectively, these machines are
perfect for farmers looking for a compact mower with low power requirements. The Vicon Extra 200 series offers a very reliable performance,
easy handling and high output at low power requirements for those farmers or contractors looking for something a little bigger than the 100
series while still getting the required efficiency they are looking for.
Models

124

228

232

Working Width (m)

2.4

2.8

3.2

Transport Width
(m)

1.2

<3.0

<3.0

Weight
(approx. kg)

495

610

684

Tractor
Attachment (CAT)

2

2

2

Number of discs/
knives

6/18

8/24

8/24

Overrun Clutch

Standard

Standard

Standard

PTO (rpm)

540

540

540

PTO
Power Req.
(kW/hp)

34/46

37/50

40/55

Profit Blades

N/A

Standard

Standard

1S

1S

1S

No of Hydr. Outlets

$

EXTRA 500 SERIES
Models
Working Width (m)

532

540

3.2

4

Transport Width (m)

3

3.8

Weight (approx. kg)

1140

1250

Tractor Attachment (CAT)

2

2

Number of discs/knives

8/24

10/30

540/1000

540/1000

63/85

63/85

Standard

Standard

2D

2D

PTO (rpm)
PTO Power Req. (kW/hp)
Profit Blades
No of Hydr. Outlets

The Vicon Extra 532 and 540 models are easy to operate and have a low power
requirement which reduces the fuel consumption and therefore allow the mowers to be
used with smaller tractors. Based on a responsive floatation system these mowers have
a remarkable ability to adapt to the ground structure which improves the grass flow and
provides a gentler handling of the crop. It also protects the cutterbar from unforesseen
obstacles which may occur. The Extra 500 series has a sideward adaption which allows
a movement up and down of 8.5° to each side – in total 17°.

$
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MOWERS

EXTRA 390 - 395 BUTTERFLY
1

2
3

4
6
5

9.5M

OUTPUT AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
IN OPTIMUM COMBINATION
1

2

Eco-Friendly Solution

Wide working width with low input
requirements. Up to 9.5m working
width with only 150hp needed.

NonStop BreakBack

Ensures maximum protection of the
cutterbar if hitting a foreign obstacle.

3

4

Transport Position

5

The mowing unit folds above 90°, well
behind the tractor, for safe transport.

6

Optional On-the-Go hydraulic adjustment
of ground pressure. Simple and easy!

The centre suspended mowing units in combination with the three-bladed discs offer
an unmatched mowing performance. The Vicon NonStop BreakAway solution protects the
cutterbar from foreign obstacles, and automatically returns the mowing unit to
working position.

Integrated Vertical Parking
Stand

Safe and sure-footed storage of the
mower. Storage width below 3.0m.

Hydraulic Setting of Ground
Pressure

Efficient Performance Paired with Low Weight - Mow 8.70m with Only 140hp:
The EXTRA 390 and 395 plain disc mower from Vicon, are a combination that provides
efficient performance with the 8.70m and 9.50m working width paired with a low
weight design. The EXTRA 390 and 395 are an eco-friendly, energy saving solution
purposely built for low operating costs in terms of power and fuel consumption, with
power requirements starting at only 120hp. The low weight of only 1360 and 1500kg
respectively, together with the ideal weight distribution that butterfly combinations offer,
gives the optimum combination of low power requirements, low weight and high efficiency.

$

Two Mounting Options

Optimal overlap due to two possible
mounting positions of cutterbar on
suspension arm.

Models
Working Width (m)

390

395

8.7

9.5

Transport Width (m)

<3.0

<3.0

Transport Height (m)

<4.00

<4.00

Weight (approx. kg)

1360

1500

Tractor Attachment (CAT)

2/3

2/3

Number of discs/knives

16/32

18/36

Overrun Clutch

Standard

Standard

Friction Clutch

Standard

Standard

1000

1000

PTO Power Req. (kW/hp)

105/140

110/150

Profit Blades

Standard

Standard

2D

2D

PTO (rpm)

No of Hydr. Outlets
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MOWERS

CUTTERBAR FEATURES
UNMATCHED CUTTING PERFORMANCE
WITH THREE-BLADED DISCS
Three-Bladed Discs for More Cuts:
With three blades per disc Vicon EXTRA
mowers are constantly cutting. This
means a third less load per knife and an
even load on the drive and smoother
power usage in addition to producing
a neat, clean cut stubble. Each steel
knife is precisely angled to immediately
convey the cut crop upwards with a
combination of mechanical action and
air flow towards the conditioning rotor
or rollers.

Always Counter-Rotating Cutting
Discs for Improved Overlap:
Don’t compromise on your cutting
performance. All Vicon mowers have
an even number of counter-rotating
discs, meaning discs always work in
pair. Apart from the immediate crop
transport to the rear this system ensures
that even in wet conditions no stripes of
uncut forage are left in the field.

Even number of discs means always
counter rotating discs and generous
overlap on all discs.

Uneven number of discs on the
cutterbar means less overlap on discs
turning in same direction.

Even number of counter-rotating
discs for improved overlap.
Low noise
level thanks to
specially tooled
gear wheels.
Three-bladed
discs for
highest cutting
frequency in the
market.

Low Noise Cutterbar:
The cutterbar is designed for
low maintenance and offers a
very quiet operation. Operators
will appreciate low noise of the
cutterbar – convenient during
a long and busy working day.
The long curved gear wheels
run smoothly in oil and provide
lots of power transmission with
little slack.
The Strong Cutterbar
Designed to Perform:
The EXTRA cutterbar has a high
oil capacity, which ensures a
very low working temperature.
This guarantees an efficient
oil cooling and lubrication
of the whole cutterbar. The
fully welded cutterbar with
overlapping C-profiles makes
for a very rigid and strong
design, ensuring very high level
of durability.

Twisted
knives for
a clean
cut in all
conditions.

High oil
capacity
ensuring
low working
temperature.
Fully welded cutterbar
for a very strong
construction.

Low noise level thanks to specially
tooled gear wheels with round design
and long teeth for efficient power
transmission.

Fully welded cutterbar with
overlapping C-profiles for a very
strong and stiff construction.

The risk of the
gearwheels
“catching” on
the corners is
minimised by the
special “round”
design, which in
turn reduces wear
and noise.

Smooth stone
guard design
for excellent
cutting quality.

‘Express’ – Easy and
Quick Change of Knives:
With Express quick change
system replacing or turning
knifes is easily done. All
disc mowers in the EXTRA
range can be fitted with
the ‘Express‘ system for
quick and easy changing
of knives.
Simply place the lever
around the bolt, release
the spring by turning the
lever, and the knife is
ready to be replaced by a
new one.
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TEDDERS

8000 SERIES
The latest additions to Vicon’s range of mounted
tedders features exceptionally powerful driveline
concept, strong and sturdy design, paired with
compact transport dimensions. The Vicon 554,
764, 904, 904C and 1124 are designed to
perform perfectly in all crop conditions, with
a minimum of non-productive maintenance
required and with diminished transport
dimensions. Featuring a heavy duty fully closed
headstock these machines will fit perfectly into
the operation of professional farmers, looking for
a strong, effective, and versatile tedder.

Models

764

904

904C

1124C

5.5

7.6

9

9

11

Transport Width (m)

2.9

2.96

2.94

2.94

2.98

Transport Length (m)

2.1

2.26

2.16

4.2

6.2

2.65

3.46

3.5

3.74

3.35

Parking Height (m)
Weight (approx. kg)

530

990

1260

1700

2300

Tractor Attachment

3pt Link

3pt Link

3pt Link

2pt Link

2pt Link

Number Of Rotors

4

6

8

8

10

Tyne Arms Per Rotor

7

7

6

6

6

Gearbox

ProLine

ProLine

ProLine

ProLine

ProLine

Height adjustment

Mech

Mech

Mech

Mech

Mech

16x6.50-8

16x6.50-6

16x6.50-8

16x6.50-6

16x6.50-6

N/A

N/A

18x8.50-8

18x8.50-8

18x8.50-8

Tyres (rotor)

The Advantages:
• Maintenance-free driveline and
strong ProLine gearboxes.
• Compact transport and storage
dimension – storage height is
below 4.0m
• Strong and sturdy design with
closed V-shaped central unit.
• Central adjustment for border
spreading keeping the crop inside
the field.
• Largely dimensioned oscillation
dampers for excellent running
characteristics.
• New headland kit for easy turning
on headlands.

$

554

Working Width (m)

Tyres (central unit)
Tyres (carrying frame)

N/A

N/A

N/A

10x75-15

10x75-15

Optional

Optional

Standard

Standard

Standard

Lighting equipment

N/A

N/A

Standard

Standard

Standard

No of Hydr. Outlets

1S

1S

1S

1D + 1S

1D + 1S

Warning panels

2

4
8

6

1
7

3

5
1

Reliable driveline with a strong
combination of maintenance
free universal joints and
HexaLink finger clutch.

2

Optional tandem land
wheel.

3

Wide tracks of 2.45m
ensures high stability
during transport.

5

Optional comfort
hydraulics.

7

Transport running gears
for use with smaller
tractors.

4

Maintenance-free
driveline and ProLine
gearbox.

6

Central adjustment for
border tedding – all set
from the tractor cab.

8

CNC bend frame with
only one welding seam.
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TEDDERS

8000 SERIES FEATURES
The Super-C Tine:
In order to produce high quality
silage or hay, the crop must
be spread evenly across the
field to facilitate a uniform
drying process. In addition soil
contamination is a no go. The
symmetric Vicon Super-C tines of
identical length efficiently pick up
the crop and start turning of the
crop already during the pickup
process for fast effective wilting.
The crop is spread evenly and
thrown over a wide distance.

Super-C tine with symmetric spring tines ensure
efficient pick-up and turning of the crop. Tines
with same lengths has the added advantage that
load is spread evenly on both tines, providing
longer lifetime.

Made from flat steel, the tine arms
form a very compact unit with the
rotor plate and utilize the force of
the rotor plate for higher durability
of the tine arm. This makes a Fanex
tine arm by far more resistant to any
type of load.
The Super-C tine can be locked in
three positions to customize the pickup angle to different conditions. For
heavy silages the angle can be set
more aggressive and for fragile crop
a more gentle angle can be chosen.

A Strong Reliable Heart:
Vicon ProLine tedders feature a
uniquely designed selfcontained rotor
gearbox. The ProLine gearbox requires
no maintenance, and is situated in
an enclosed oilbath, set up to ensure
permanent lubrication. No service or
maintenance of the ProLine gearbox is
needed.

Tines with same lengths has the
added advantage that load is
spread evenly on both tines,
providing longer lifetime.

Made from 10mm
shotpeened spring
steel and a coil
diameter of 80mm,
Super-C tines add
up to the most
durable and flexible
tine in the market.

The gearboxes do not serve as part of
the frame, but are bolted onto the fully
welded mainframe. This ensures that
no load and strain from frame will be
transmitted by the gearbox, adding to
significantly longer lifetime.
The ProLine gearboxes feature reliable
crown and pinion drives positioned in
one housing. The main crown wheel in
each gearbox is mounted directly to the
casing by means of double bearing. The
double bearings on both sides of the
hexagonal drive shaft keeps the shaft
securely in place, even when operating in
heavy duty wet crop.
Heavy Duty Mainframe Design:
The Vicon tedders are built around a
rugged new box section mainframe,
made out of one piece of metal with
only one welding seam – for maximum
rigidity. The frame design is fully enclosed
at the top edge for maximum strength
– an exceptionally solid design, which
allows the Vicon tedders to withstand the
most severe loads.

The Vicon Super-C tines are
made of 10mm shot-peened
spring steel. Spring diameter coils
have 20% larger diameters than
conventional designs for added
service life, even when tedding
large quantities of crop.

Left: Super C-Tine 10mm
Right: Standard C-Tine 9mm

Strong and solid
shaft of 27 mm.

Crown wheel and
pinion positioned
in one housing
for very reliable
drive.

Gearbox does not serve
as part of the mainframe,
but is bolted on. No
strain is transmitted to the
gearbox.

Permanent oilbath
lubrication – no
maintenance of the
gearbox required.

Dust and water proof
gearbox design.
No corrosion.

Double bearing on both
sides of the drive shaft
for highest durability
to withstand the most
severe conditions.

The large drive shafts and
double U-joints give smooth,
efficient transfer of power
through the frame allowing
each rotor to accurately
follow field contours.
Maintenance-free roller
bearing for best possible
performance and higher
second hand value.

*only ProLine

Conventional systems

Vicon oscillation dampers
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SIDE DELIVERY RAKES

ANDEX 353 & 434
Vicon offers several compact single rotor rakes,
designed for use on low horsepower tractors,
but which still deliver considerable working width.
Vicon single rotor rakes offer working widths of
3.20-4.70m.
353

434

Working Width (m)

Models

3.5

4.3

Transport Width (m)

1.75

2.1

Transport Length (m)

3.35

3.85

Parking Height (m)

1.7

2

Weight
(approx. kg)

420

480

Tractor Attachment

3pt Link

3pt Link

Rotor Diameter (m)

2.8

3.35

Swath Presentation

Left

Left

Number of rotors

1

1

Number of
tine arms

10

12

Tine diameter
Gearbox
Detachable tine arms
Height adjustment
Tyres (rotor)

9

9

CompactLine

CompactLine

Standard

Standard

Mech

Mech

16x6.50-6

16x6.50-6

The Advantages:
• Compact and light design that can
be operated by smaller tractors.
• CompactLine gearbox with
cam discs and tine arm bearing
running permanently in oil
• Curved tine arms for cleaner
raking performance and better
swath formation.

$

ANDEX 464
Vicon Anxex 464 is a high performance rake with a drive system designed to last. The 3-pt headstock allows the rake to follow the tractor
around tight curves. The standard boogie wheels offer perfect ground contour following and minimises the amount of dirt that collects in the
swath. Vicon 464 are fitted with hydraulic height adjustment “HydroLift” as standard. From the tractor cab you can quickly set the raking
height to suit the length of stubble or varying ground conditions.
The Advantages:
• Working width
of 4.60m
• ProLine oilbath
gearbox.
• HydroLift
hydraulic height
adjustment.
• Boogie wheels
for perfect
ground contour
followings.

Models

4.6

Transport Width (m)

2.15

Transport Length (m)

3.35

Parking Height (m)

2.75

Weight (approx. kg)

670

Tractor Attachment

3pt Link

Rotor Diameter (m)

3.65

Swath Presentation

Left

Number of rotors

1

Number of tine arms

13

Tine diameter
Gearbox
Detachable tine arms
Height adjustment
Tyres (rotor)

$

464

Working Width (m)

No of Hydr. Outlets

10
ProLine
Standard
Hydr.
16x6.50-6
1S
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SIDE DELIVERY RAKES

ANDEX 714 EVO & 774
$

The Vicon 714 EVO and the Vicon 774 are designed for maximum
flexibility, for raking in a variety of conditions. The twin rotors work
independently, from each other, making it possible to collect either
one large swath or two smaller night swaths. These rakes can place
two large swaths into one, allowing a total of up to 12.50m crop to be
gathered into one swath.

CURVED TINE ARMS
FOR PERFECT
SWATH FORMATION
Curved Tine Arms:
Correctly adjusting and
customizing the rake to the exact
conditions facing you today is
what adds the extra quality to
your forage, ensuring that dirt
stays out of the swath, yet leaving
no crop behind. Setting the rotor
height, adjusting the swath width
and fine tuning the cam track
(ProLine) is done easily and
intuitively on all Andex rakes,
taking the hassle out of the daily
optimization.
The strong, yet flexible Vicon
rake tines accurately move the
crop into the swath, and with a
wire diameter of up to 10mm
they additionally provide the
necessary capacity to move even
large volumes of crop. The curved
tine arms, a true Vicon hallmark,
engineered to ensure that the
tine arms will leave the swath at
exactly the right time, promotes
better and more accurate swath
formation.

Models

714 EVO

774

Working Width (m)

6.6 - 7.1

7.7
2.85

Transport Width (m)

3

Transport Length (m)

7.4

8.9

Weight (approx. kg)

1350

2160

2pt Lower Link

2pt Lower Link

Rotor Diameter (m)

2.95

3.65

Swath Presentation

Left

Left

2

2

Attachment

Number of rotors
Tine diameter
Gearbox
Continuous cam track adj.

Higher lifting
out of the swath.
Increased capacity.

Height adjustment
Tyres (rotor)
Tyres (carrying frame)

Higher driving
speed, as crop is
pressed against
the tines.
Faster drying rates
due to better formed,
more fluffy swaths.

Detachable tine arms

9

10

CompactLine

ProLine

N/A

Standard

Standard

Standard

Mech

Mech

18.5x8.50-8

18.5x8.50-6

N/A

380/55-17

Warning panels

Standard

Standard

Lighting equipment

Standard

Standard

No of Hydr. Outlets

2D

2D

Curved Tine Arms Supports Regular and Even Swaths:
All Andex rakes are fitted with curved tine arms, to ensure a regular and even
swath formation. Additionally the curved shape prevents material from being
pushed along the tine inside the rotor to increase capacity.
The specially angled tine arms ensure a higher lift out of the swath and leave the
swath at just the exact right time in order to prepare regular and fluffy swaths.
Andex Tine Arm
Conventional
Tine Arm
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CENTER DELIVERY RAKES

ANDEX 804 & 904
The Vicon 804 and 904 Hydro are heavy duty twin rotor rakes with working widths up to 8.0, and 9.0m
respectively. They are designed for the toughest conditions and feature a high performance oil-bath
gearbox and a strong carrier frame.

$

The hydraulically adjustable working and swath width and ability to make sharp turns of up to 80° are
important features of these rakes. Due to the Hydro axle Vicon 904 has a transport height of less than
4.0m, even without detaching the tine arms. The Vicon 804 with newly designed wheel axles provide a
transport width below 4m, even with tine arms mounted.

TERRALINK
QUATTRO
FOR ACCURATE TRACKING
1
2

3

Absolutely maintenance
and wear-free.
Unique combination of
flexible frame arm and
3-dimensional rotor
suspension.
The openly constructed
frame arm absorbs
vibrations away from
the rotor and allows
torsion flexibility.

The Real TerraLink Quattro
Advantage:
The TerraLink system consists of two
parts. First the lifting arm and second
the undercarrier. The arm is slotted
on the downside. This, together with
special steel quality, makes it possible
for the frame to flex without breaking.

4

5

The accurate tracking
made possible by the
TerraLink Quattro
feature, ensures that a
minimum of crop is lost
during raking.
Rotor operates in
3 dimensions to
accurately respond and
adjust to uneven field
conditions.

6

7

The trailed axle
configuration enhances
quiet running and
prevents lifting and tine
bouncing and invites
for higher travel speed.
The boogie wheels are
positioned as close as
possible to the raking
tines to ensure high
rotor stability.

Models

804

904

Working Width (m)

7-8

8-9

Transport Width (m)

2.8

3

Transport Length (m)

5.9

6.25

Parking Height (m)

3.9

3.5

2065

2350

1.2 - 2.2

1.4 - 2.4

2pt Lower Link

2pt Lower Link

Weight (approx. kg)
Swath Width (m)
Attachment
Rotor Diameter (m)

3.35

3.85

Swath Presentation

Centre

Centre

Number of rotors

2

2

Tine diameter

10

10

Gearbox
Continuous cam track adj.
Detachable tine arms
Height adjustment

ProLine

ProLine

Standard

Standard

4

4

Mech

Mech

Tyres (rotor)

16x6.50-6

16x6.50-6

Tyres (carrying frame)

380/55-17

380/55-17

Warning panels

Standard

Standard

Lighting equipment

Standard

Standard

No of Hydr. Outlets

1D + 1S

1D + 1S
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CENTER DELIVERY RAKES

ANDEX 644M
The Andex 644M is a new robust and durable centre swath rake that comes with a compact package of
features including maintenance friendly CompactLine gearbox with 10 tine arms per rotor. With 6.4 m
working width, it is the ideal fit for two swaths from a 3.2m mower. Furthermore, it provides a swath width
of 1.20m, suitable for efficient pick-up.
The Advantages:
• Large working width of 6.4 m
• Compact and comfortable parking
• Very compact transport dimension and with
a transport length of only 3.85m
• Highly maneuverable for narrow road and
tight Gateways.

Models

644M

Working Width (m)

6.4

Transport Width (m)

2.85

Transport Length (m)

3.85

Parking Height (m)

3.81

Weight (approx. kg)

1200

Swath Width (m)
Attachment

1.2
3pt Pivoting
Headstock

Rotor Diameter (m)

3.05

Swath Presentation

Centre

Number of rotors
Tine diameter
Gearbox
Height adjustment
Tyres (rotor)

2
9
CompactLine
Mech
16x6.50-6

Warning panels

Standard

Lighting equipment

Standard

No of Hydr. Outlets

1S

$

ANDEX 724
Vicon offers four cost-effective two rotor rakes with strong frames.
The rakes produce a nice even centre swath from raking widths of
between 6.2m and 7.8m. They are mounted on a strong and stable
frame, to ensure long lifetime. Features such as actively steered
wheels, the TerraLink Quattro system and hydraulically raised rotors
are standard - except on the entry model 9464 C.

Models

724

Working Width (m)

6.2 - 7.2

Transport Width (m)

2.8

Transport Length (m)

5.9

Parking Height (m)

3.9

Weight (approx. kg)
Swath Width (m)

Attachment

1640
1.2 - 2.2
2pt Lower Link

Rotor Diameter (m)

3

Swath Presentation

Centre

Number of rotors

2

Tine diameter

10

Gearbox
Continuous cam track adj.

CompactLine
N/A

Detachable tine arms

N/A

Height adjustment

Mech

Tyres (rotor)

16x6.50-6

Tyres (carrying frame)

10/75-15.3

Warning panels

Standard

Lighting equipment

Standard

No of Hydr. Outlets

1D + 1S

$
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CENTER DELIVERY RAKES

ANDEX 1304 & 1505 MULTI ROTOR RAKES

WE’VE GOT THE
BIG GUYS COVERED!

12.5M
The Vicon multi rotor rakes are targeted
at making lighter work of tough and
demanding operations. With impressive
capacity of 12.50m working width,
straightforward design and the possibility
to adjust both work and swath width, they
are designed to boost the complete process
of collection and pick-up, altering to the
changing crop intensity during the season.
Models

1
5

3

1304 PRO

1505

Working Width (m)

10 - 12.5

9.8 - 15

Transport Width (m)

2.99

2.99

Transport Length (m)

8.75

9.85

Parking Height (m)
Weight (approx. kg)
Swath Width (m)

Attachment
Rotor Diameter
Swath Presentation
Number of rotors
Tine diameter
Gearbox
Continuous cam track adj.
Detachable tine arms

4

4

4700

6000

1.2 - 2.2

1.4 - 2.5

2pt Lower Link

2pt Lower Link

3.05 - 3.35

3.85

Centre

Centre

4

4

10

10

ProLine

ProLine

Standard

Standard

4

4

Mech

Hydr.

Tyres (rotor)

16x6.50-6

16x6.50-6

Tyres (carrying frame)

500/50-17

560/60x22.5

Warning panels

Standard

Standard

Lighting equipment

Standard

Standard

No of Hydr. Outlets

LS

LS

Height adjustment

4
2

INDIVIDUAL LIFTING
OF ALL FOUR ROTORS
FOR AN EFFICIENT
Load sensing
1
hydraulics with
AND CLEAN RAKING
possibility to run on
constant flow.

2

3

Optional electric
height adjustment
for all four rotors.
Individual lifting of
all four rotors.

4

Isobus control of all
functions.

5

Maintenance-free
ProLine gear box
with fully enclosed
oil bath design.

$
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CENTER DELIVERY RAKES

ProLine GEARBOX FEATURES
HELPING
YOU
TO DO
MORE
ProLine:
The Andex ProLine rakes
feature a unique drive system,
which comprises oil-immersed
pinion and crown wheels. The
fully enclosed design ensures
full and permanent lubrication,
and makes the entire system
absolutely maintenance-free.

Steplessly adjustable cam track for
easy adaptation to different amounts
and sorts of crop.

Oil-immersed
crown wheel and
pinion reduces
wear to a minimum.

Injection moulded
aluminium tine arm
support housings
provide strength
and reduced weight.

Heavy duty ball
bearings with
large distance
for excellent
support of tine
arm shafts.

Pinion gear with
two bearings
separate from the
main driveline,
keeping pinion
and crown wheel
securely in place.

All rotor star axles
including housing
can be removed
individually by just
removing 3 bolts.

Guide rollers
with hardened
surface
minimises
wear on cam
track and cam
follower.

Flat 400mm cast iron cam
track with optimised shape,
for smooth tine arm control
and reduced running speed.

Unique 4-point ball bearing on crown
wheel ensures efficient power transfer to
the tine arms.

COMBINE CRAFTSMANSHIP & MODERN TECHNOLOGY
WITH OUR ISOMATCH PRECISION FARMING OFFERING

NEW
Be innovative, Be a PRO:
With its advanced hardware and software features, the
IsoMatch Tellus PRO 12-inch terminal provides you with
the optimal experience for an all-in-one control system
inside the tractor cab including automatic steering. It
is the centre for connecting all ISOBUS machines, and
a platform for running precision farming applications

A new level of comfort:
As tractor steering with
IsoMatch AutoDrive-E is
handled automatically, you
have the freedom to control
and monitor your work in
an easy way. While the
work is more efficient and
overlaps are avoided, you
can completely focus on the
result in the field. (Only in
combination with IsoMatch
Tellus PRO).

Key Functions:
• All 4 rotors can be lifted individually
• Folding and unfolding with just
pressing one button
• Working width can be controlled
from the terminal
• Possibility to save the swath width
• Different headland delay functions

and Farm Management Systems. It offers everything
you need to get the best out of your machines and
crop, as well as cost savings in fertiliser, chemicals and
seeds by using automatic section control and variable
rate control. With the unique dual screen functionality
it gives you the opportunity to view and control two
machines and/or processes simultaneously.
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FINANCE
FOR

FORAGE
EQUIPMENT
In today’s marketplace, businesses consider competitive tailored
financing options just as important as the equipment features and
benefits when they acquire machinery.
PFG Credit offers comprehensive financing programs based on
innovative financial products to meet the individual needs of our
customers. The various PFG Credit products available to clients are
designed to allow businesses to conserve working capital, budget on a
fixed rate, fixed term and fixed repayments to suit their cash flow.
Alternative loan repayment structures are available at very
competitive low rates. Standard lending criteria and PFG Credit
conditions apply. PFG Credit is a division of De Lage Landen Pty
Limited ABN 20 101 692 040.

SIMPLE APPLICATION

FAST APPROVAL

UP TO

$250K

NO FINANCIALS NEEDED

TAILORED

PAYMENT
OPTIONS

%
FIXED

INTEREST
RATE

DEALER:
NOTES:
LOAN SECURED BY

EQUIPMENT
ONLY

TALK TO YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR MORE INFO
or email pfgcredit@pfgaustralia.com.au
PH: 1800 424 241 WEB: www.pfgaustralia.com.au

